
Watch: Behind The Magic with Jeff Martin

Jeff Martin
PRESS KIT

At the tender age of eight, a magician by the name of Chuck Jones, the Magic Man, 
performed at Jeff's school.  The following Christmas a 'magic kit' was found under his 
Christmas tree and the "die was cast, as Jeff Martin had discovered his passion.  Today, 
forty plus years later, he's one of  only about two thousand 'full-time' professional 
magicians. With his wife, Pam at his side and working behind the scenes, "Team Martin" 
has evolved from a 'local magician in Southern California', to a couple who spend the 
beer part of 9 months out of the year traveling performing throughout the US and beer part of 9 months out of the year traveling performing throughout the US and 
Canada.

A Little History

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QrFKUB-1HSI


Amazement Up Close
PRESS KIT

Watch: Amazement Up Close

The art of Close-up Magic has seen a 
major resurgence on TV in recent 
months, featured on such noted shows 
as Ellen, Jimmy Kimmel, and America's 
Got Talent. This intimate style of magic 
happens up close and in their own hands 
making it more memorable and amazing. making it more memorable and amazing. 

Amazement Up Close is totally 
self-contained. All that is needed is 
one set of bleachers, the audience,
and Jeff Martin's award winning 
close-up magic. Jeff provides his own 
sound system so there is no prior
set-up needed by the venue. The tiered set-up needed by the venue. The tiered 
seating makes beer visibility for everyone and creates a more Theatrical Experience for 
the entire audience. Each show has a running time of 20 minutes. This allows for a quick 
turnaround meaning more shows and more opportunities for fair patrons to enjoy and be
a part of this Intimate Symphony of Wonder!   

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uuzwZ7E74ro


hypnotist

PRESS KIT

Jeff Martin
The art of Hypnosis has gained popularity
over the last several years throughout Las
Vegas, Branson, and Atlantic City. Themed
more for an adult audience, these Casino shows
tend to be more risque in content. Jeff Martin's 
approach is a refreshing change from these "adult"
type of shows. Creating a show that is fun and type of shows. Creating a show that is fun and 
family oriented has been his goal from the start. 
Jeff combines his own special blend of comedy 
and suspense into a performance that leaves 
the audience spellbound. 

Each show is different and exciting. Once 
the subjects are "under" Jeff guides them
through a series of antics that keeps the
audience laughing and entertained. Never
embarrassing his onstage helpers, he allows
them to feel they are a part of the show.
The show is self-contained and ready toThe show is self-contained and ready to
go in just minutes. Perfect for Grad Nights,
Fair Shows, Private Parties, Trade Shows,
and Corporate Events. 

Watch: Performance Video

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PnSy4eWViYQ


PRESS KIT

Jeff Martin
Jeff has been bringing his special blend 
of Magic and Comedy to Fair and Festival 
audiences for over Thirty years.  His 
repeat bookings speak volumes about 
the quality of showmanship Jeff delivers 
to each and every performance !   

From Stage Shows to award-winning From Stage Shows to award-winning 
Close-up Magic,Jeff leaves the audience 
wanting more! 

From New York to sunny California, 
Jeff brings Families back to the Fair 
time and time again. Jeff is able to 
draw from a Treasure Trove of material 
allowing him to perform several allowing him to perform several 
different shows at the same venue.  

Jeff is always looking for bigger and 
beer magic to entertain his audience's 
with.  His ability to change a show at 
a drop of a hat is what separates Jeff 
from so many other fair performers.  
This experience not only makes Jeff a This experience not only makes Jeff a 
Must See Performer, it means he knows 
how to do business with those that keep 
the Fair and Festival business alive!

Fairs and Festivals

Watch: Fair Magic

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-jgA5Z2f-Xc


http://www.jmartinmagic.com/contact-us
http://www.jmartinmagic.com/apps/photos/album?albumid=16031607
http://www.jmartinmagic.com/apps/calendar/
http://www.jmartinmagic.com/performance-menu
http://www.jmartinmagic.com/
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